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Details of Visit:

Author: Gentleman Caller
Location 2: Manchester Aiport
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 25 Mar 2011 18:00
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kinkster
Website: http://www.kinkster4you.com
Phone: 07933613020

The Premises:

Incall to her suite in a luxury hotel near Manchester Airport. Straightforward to find and with Tina's
directions I sailed past Reception without any difficulties.

The Lady:

Tina is a leggy 5'7" with a great size 10 34C figure. Beautiful features, a mischievous smile and
twinkling green eyes framed in wonderful waist length natural black hair. Dressed in an elegantly
simple white tube dress and matching white stiletto mules. You'll get an impression from her
website pics, but the reality is even better - Kinkster is a real stunner!

The Story:

How do you describe the Essence of Kinkster? Sexy obviously, and by the bucket load!, but it's her
infectious relaxed carefree craziness that makes time with Tina so memorable. She positively fizzes
with fun, but she is also intelligent and VERY intuitive, and things, both spoken and not ;-), take a
deliciously unpredictable direction!

A mutual friend had given me some excellent advice about Tina - she said: "Don't arrive with a
'shopping list' of things to do, but instead let Tina take the lead and just go with the flow."

The advice was spot on! I was relaxed as soon as we met and Kinkster just set us off on a journey
at times daring and very naughty, at other times intimate, sensual and relaxing.

Within ten minutes I knew I was going to have a very special time and asked to up the booking from
my original hour to 90 minutes.

We spent that hour and a half in glorious GFE sex in all sorts of variations, but always exciting,
often very rude, and above all FUN!

We were just winding down when Kinks spotted six beady little eyes spying on us from the the
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ceiling. It was Boris the Spider come to join in the fun! Ten totally crazy minutes followed as I tried
to catch the elusive beastie while Kinks dragged her suitcase, toybox and other goodies as far away
as poss! Chaos! Luckily Boris was spared a sticky end (unlike myself - LOL!) when I launched him
out of the window for a four floor freefall ... but oh how those six eyes must have boggled with what
he'd been watching for the previous 90 minutes! :P

My first session with Kinkster was an absolute 100% success and I will definitely be seeing her
regularly.

Thanks Tina xxx
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